Data inconsistency evaluating and repairing are major concerns in data quality management. As the basic computing task, optimal subset repair is not only applied for cost estimation during the progress of database repairing, but also directly used to derive the evaluation of database inconsistency. Computing an optimal subset repair is to find a minimum tuple set from an inconsistent database whose remove results in a consistent subset left. Tight bound on the complexity and efficient algorithms are still unknown. In this paper, we improve the existing complexity and algorithmic results, together with a fast estimation on the size of optimal subset repair. We first strengthen the dichotomy for optimal subset repair computation problem, we show that it is not only APXcomplete, but also NPhard to approximate an optimal subset repair with a factor better than 17/16 for most cases. We second show a (2 − 0.5 σ−1 )approximation whenever given σ functional dependencies, and a (2 − η k + η k k )-approximation when an η k -portion of tuples have the k-quasi-Turán property for some k > 1. We finally show a sublinear estimator on the size of optimal Srepair for subset queries, it outputs an estimation of a ratio 2n + n with a high probability, thus deriving an estimation of FD-inconsistency degree of a ratio 2 + . To support a variety of subset queries for FD-inconsistency evaluation, we unify them as the ⊆-oracle which can answer membership-query, and return p tuples uniformly sampled whenever given a number p. Experiments are conducted on * Supported by NSFC xxxx, NSFC xxxx range queries as an implementation of ⊆-oracle, and results show the efficiency of our FD-inconsistency degree estimator.
INTRODUCTION
A database instance I is said to be inconsistent if it violates some given integrity constraints, that is, I contains conflicts or inconsistencies. Those database inconsistencies can occur in various scenarios due to many causes. For example, a typical scenario is information integration, where data are integrated from different sources, some of them may be low-quality or imprecise, so that conflicts or inconsistencies arise.
In the principled approach managing inconsistencies [5] , the notion of repair was first introduced decades ago. A repair of an inconsistent instance I is a consistent instance I obtained by performing a minimal set of operations on I so as to satisfy all the given integrity constraints. Repairs could be defined under different settings of operations and integrity constraints. We follow the setting of [27] , where we take functional dependencies, also a most typical one, as the integrity constraints, and deletions as the operations, so that a repair of I here is a subset of I obtained by minimal tuple deletions, and an optimal repair of I is a subset of it obtained by deleting minimum tuples. Computing an optimal subset repair with respect to functional dependencies is the major concern in this paper. It is a fundamental problem of data inconsistency management and the motivation has been partially discussed in [27] . The significance of study on computing optimal repair is twofold.
Computing optimal repairs would be the basic task in data cleaning and repairing. For data repairing, existing methods could be roughly categorized into two classes, fully automatic and semi automatic ways [14] . In fully automatic repairing methods, optimal subset repairs are always considered as optimization objectives [15, 32, 31] . Given an inconsistent database, one needs automated methods to make it consistent, i.e., find a repair that satisfies the constraints and minimally differs from the originated input, optimal subset repair is right one of the choices [27] . On the other side, optimal subset repairs are also preferred candidates picked by automatic data cleaning or repairing system when dealing with inconsistency errors. Instead of the fully automatic way, the human-in-loop semi-automatic repairing is another prevailing way [6, 7, 18, 22] , and the complement of an optimal subset repair is an ideal lower bound of repairing cost which could be used as to estimate the amount of necessary effort to eliminate all the inconsistency, sometimes even enlighten them how to choose specific operations.
Besides optimal repairs, measuring inconsistency motivates the computation on the size of optimal repairs. Intuitively, for the same schema and with the same integrity constraints, given two databases instances, it is natural to know which one is more inconsistent than the other. This comparison can be accomplished by assigning a measure of inconsistency to a database. Hence, measuring database inconsistency has been revisited and generalized recently by data management community. [9] argued that both the admissible repair actions and how close we want stay to the instance at hand should be taken into account when defining such measure. To achieve this, database repairs [8] could be applied to define degrees of inconsistency. Among a series of numerical measurements proposed in [9] , subset repair based inconsistency degree inc-deg S is the most typical one. According to [9] , subset repair based inconsistency degree is defined as the ratio of minimum number of tuple deleted in order to remove all inconsistencies, i.e., the size of the complement of an optimal subset repair. Therefore, computing optimal subset repair is right the fundamental of inconsistency degree computation. Previous studies does not provide fine-grained complexity on this problem and efficient algorithm for large databases. Thus, we in this paper give a careful analysis on the computational complexity and fast computation on the size of an optimal subset repair. Contributions of this paper are detailed as follows.
We first study the data complexity of optimal subset repair problem including the lower and upper bounds in order to understand how hard the problem is and how good we could achieve. The most recent work [27] develops a simplification algorithm OSRSucceeds and establishes a dichotomy based on it to figure the complexity of this problem. Simply speaking, they show that, for the space of combinations of database schemas and functional dependency sets, (i) it is polynomial to compute an optimal subset repair, if the given FD set can be simplified into an empty set; (ii) the problem is APX-complete, otherwise.
As the computation accuracy of the size of an optimal subset is very crucial to our motivation, we strengthen the dichotomy in this paper by improving the lower bound into concrete constants. Specifically, we show that it is NPhard to obtain a (17/16 − )-optimal subset repair for most input cases, and (69246103/69246100 − )-optimal subset repair for all the others. We show that a simple reduction could unify most cases and improve the low bound We then consider approximate repairing. For this long standing problem, it is always treated as a vertex cover problem equivalently, and admits the upper bound of ratio 2. However, we take a step further, show that (i) an (2 − 0.5 σ−1 )-approximation of an optimal subset repair could be obtained for given σ functional dependencies, more than that, (ii) it is also polynomial to find an (2 − η k + η k k )-approximation, which is much better if an η k -portion of tuples have the k-quasi-Turán property for some k > 2.
Then, we turn to the most related problem, to estimate the subset repair based FD-inconsistency degree efficiently. For an integrated database instance, it is helpful to measure the inconsistency degree of any part of it locally, in order to let users know and understand well the quality of their data. Consider an inconsistent database I integrated by data from two organizations A and B, we need to know the main cause of the conflicts. If we know the inconsistency degree of some part A is very low but that of B is as high as the inconsistency degree of I, then we could conclude that the cause of inconsistencies is mainly on the conflicts in between, but not in any single source. That is when we find the inconsistency degree of some local part is approximately equal to that of the global one, then it is reasonable to take this part as a primary cause of inconsistency, so that we may focus on investigating what happens in B.
To this motivation, in this paper, we focus on fast estimating the subset-repair based FD-inconsistency degree. We here follow the definition of subset repair based measurement recently proposed by Bertossi [9] , and develop an efficient method estimating FD-inconsistency degree of any part of the input database. Concretely, it seems a same problem as computing an optimal repair itself, so that the complexity result of optimal subset repair computing indicates it is hard to be approximated within a better ratio polynomially, not to mention linear or even a sublinear running time. However, we observe that, the value of inconsistency degree is a ratio to the size of input data, say n, hence, an n-fold accuracy loss of optimal subset repair size estimating is acceptable. Therefore, we develop a samplebased method to estimate the size of an optimal subset repair with a error of (2 ± )n so as to break through the limitation of linear time complexity while achieving an approximation with an additive error . To support a variety of subset queries, especially for whose result is very large, we model those queries as the ⊆-oracle which can answer membership-query, and return k tuples uniformly sampled whenever given a number k.
The following parts of this paper is organized as follows. Necessary notations and definitions are formally stated in Section 2. Complexity results and LP-based approximations are shown in Section 3. Sampling-based fast FDinconsistency degree estimation is given in Section 4. Experiment results are discussed in Section 5. At last, we conclude our study in Section 6.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
The necessary definitions, notations and problem definition are formally given in this section.
Schemas and Tables. A k-ary relation schema is represented by R(A1, ..., A k ), where R is the relation name and A1, . . . , A k are distinct attributes of R. In the following part of this paper, we refer R(A1, ..., A k ) to R for simplicity. We customarily use capital letters from the beginning of the English alphabet to denote individual attribute, such as "A, B, C", and use capital letters from the end of the English alphabet individual attribute to denote a set of attributes, such as "X, Y, Z", sometimes with subscripts. A set of attributes are conventionally written without curly braces and commas, such as X can be written as AB if X = {A, B}. We assume the domain of each attribute, dom(Ai), is countably infinite, then, any instance I over relation R is a collection of k-ary tuples {a1, a2, . . . , a k }, where each value ai are (a) Example instance order (b) All conflicts Figure 1 : dist with different ρ, n and σ taken from the set dom(Ai). Let t.Ai refer to the value ai on attribute Ai, and t.X refer to the sequence of attribute values a1, a2, . . . , ai when X = A1A2 . . . Ai. We use [t.X] to denote the set of all tuples from I sharing the same value of X. The size of an instance is the number of tuples in it, denoted as |I|. In this paper, any instance I of a relation schema R is a single table corresponding to R.
Functional Dependencies. Let X and Y be two arbitrary sets of attributes in a relation schema R, then Y is said to be functionally determined by X, written as X → Y, if and only if each X-value in R is associated with precisely one Yvalue in R. Usually X is called the determinant set and Y the dependent set, but in this paper, for the sake of simple, we just call them determinant and dependent respectively.
Given a functional dependency ϕ : X → Y over R, any instance I corresponding to R is said to satisfy ϕ, denoted as I |= ϕ, such that for any two tuples s, t in I, s.Y = t.Y if s.X = t.X. That is, two tuples sharing the same values of X will necessarily have the same values of Y. Otherwise, I does not satisfy ϕ, denoted as I ϕ. As a special case, any two-tuple subset J of I is called a ϕ-conflict in I with respect to ϕ if J ϕ.
Let Σ be a set of functional dependencies, we usually use σ to refer to the number of functional dependencies in Σ, i.e. σ = |Σ|. Given a set of functional dependency Σ, an instance I is said to be consistent with respect to Σ if I satisfies every functional dependencies in Σ. Otherwise, I is inconsistent, denoted as I Σ. As a special case, any two-tuple subset J of I is called a conflict in I if there is some ϕ such that J is a ϕ-conflict. That is, I contains one or more conflicts if I is inconsistent. Example 1. Our running example is around the schema order(id, name, AC, PR, PN, STR, CTY, CT, ST, zip). Each tuple contains information about an item sold (a unique item id, name and price PR), and the phone number (area code AC, phone number PN) and the address of the customer who purchased the item (street STR, country CTY, city CT, state ST). An instance I of the schema order is shown in figure  1 The database of figure 1(a) is inconsistent since there are 13 fd2-conflicts in total as listed in figure 1(b) . The meaning of the number assigned to each conflict will be clarified later.
Equivalence Class. Given an FD ϕ: X → Y, an instance I can be partitioned horizontally into several determinant equivalence classes according to the X-values, that is, tuples in each determinant equivalence class share the same value of X. Moreover, any determinant equivalence class can be further partitioned into several determinantdependent equivalence classes according to the Y-values, denoted as [xy] , that is, tuples in each determinant equivalence class share the same value of XY. It is obviously that, for an FD ϕ : X → Y and any instance I, two tuples s and t not in any ϕ-conflict in I must be in different determinant equivalence classes [s.X] and [t.X] respectively. Repair. Let I be an instance over a relation schema R, a subset of I is an instance J obtained from I by eliminating some tuples. If J is a subset of I, then the distance from J to I, denoted distsub(J, I), is the number of tuples missing from I, and it is for sure that J ⊆ I, thus, distsub(J, I) = |I \ J| = |I| − |J| Let I be an instance over schema R, and let Σ be a set of FDs. A consistent subset of I with respect to Σ is a subset J of I such that J |= Σ. A subset repair (s-repair, for short) is a consistent subset that is not strictly contained in any other consistent subset. An optimal subset repair of I is a consistent subset J of I such that distsub(J, I) is minimum among all consistent subsets of I. Note that, each optimal subset repair is a repair, but not necessarily vice versa. Clearly, any consistent subset can be polynomially transformed into a subset repair, with no increase of distance. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, in this paper, we do not distinguish between a subset repair and a consistent subset.
Example 3. Both S1 = {t4} and S2 = {t1, t2} are srepairs of I. It is easy to verify that S2 is an optimal s-repair such that distsub(S2, I) = 4. Now, we formally define the first problem studies in this paper as follows, Definition 1 (OSR Computing). Input an instance I over a relation schema R, a functional dependency set Σ, OSR computing problem is to compute an optimal s-repair J of I with respect to Σ.
Inconsistency Measurement. Computing an optimal s-repair helps estimating database FD-inconsistency degree. As in literature [9] , given a functional dependency set Σ, one of subset repair based measurements on the FD-inconsistency degree of input database I is defined as following,
Moreover, this measurement could be also applied for any part H of the input database I in order to evaluate its corresponding FD-inconsistency degree as following,
The local degree does not depends on the whole of the input data, thus leads to the right equation. Our FD-inconsistency degree of any part is defined locally, hence, we use notation incDeg(H, Σ) instead of incDeg(I, H, Σ) by omitting the first parameter. Then, we here formally define the second problem studied in this paper as follows, Approximation. We follow the convention of approximation definition, to define the approximation of optimal repairs explicitly. For a constant c ≥ 1, a c-optimal s-repair is an s-repair J of I such that distsub(J, I) ≤ c · distsub(J , I) for all s-repairs J of I. In particular, an optimal s-repair is the same as a 1-optimal s-repair.
According to the definition of subset repair based FDinconsistency degree, for an arbitrary 0 ≤ ≤ 1 and a constant c ≥ 1,ĩncDeg(I, Σ) is a (c, )-approximation of incDeg(I, Σ) such that
Complexity. The conventional measure of data complexity are adopted to perform the computational complexity analysis of optimal subset repair computing problem in this paper. That is, the relation schema R(A1, . . . , A k ) and the functional dependency set Σ are fixed in advance, and the instance data I over R is the only input. Therefore, an polynomial running time may have an exponential dependency on k and |Σ|. In such context of data complexity, each distinct setting of R(A1, . . . , A k ) and Σ indicates a distinct problem of finding an optimal repair, so that different setting may indicate different complexities. Recall that, in the measurement of combined complexity, the relation schema and the functional dependency set are considered as inputs, hence, the hardness of OSR computing problem equals to that of vertex cover problem. However, this is not the case under data complexity.
After showing the hardness, we still adopt data complexity to be the measurement on running times and approximation ratios, however, the difference is that we fix only the size of the functional dependency set Σ, but not itself and the schema. Note that, this is reasonable in practical, the input functional dependencies may vary with time, but the number of given functional dependencies are always much smaller than the size of input data I, so that we could consider it to be bounded within some constant.
COMPUTING AN OPTIMAL S-REPAIR
In this section, we show the improved lower bound and upper bound of OSR.
The Strengthened Dichotomy for OSR
Livshits et al. gave a procedure OSRSucceed(Σ) [27] to simplify a given functional dependency set Σ. Any functional dependency set can either be simplified polynomially into a set containing only trivial functional dependencies, or not. The procedure OSRSucceed(Σ) returns true for the former case, otherwise false . OSR is polynomially tractable for functional dependency sets that can be simplified into trivial ones. For all the other functional dependency sets, OSR computing problem is hard as in not only NPhard but also APXcomplete.
Specifically, any functional dependency set that cannot be simplified further can be classified into one of five certain classes of functional dependency sets. And OSR is shown in APXcomplete for any such functional dependency set by factwise reductions from one of the following four fixed schemas.
By showing the inapproximability of such four schemas, the following dichotomy follows immediately.
Theorem 1 (Dichotomy for OSR computing [27] ). Let Σ be a set of FDs, then
• An optimal subset repair can be computed polynomially, if OSRSucceed(Σ) returns true;
• Computing an optimal subset repair is APXcomplete, if OSRSucceed(Σ) returns false.
In this paper, we give a more careful analysis to show a concrete constant for each of the four schemas, thus strengthening this dichotomy.
Lemma 1. For FD sets Σ A→B→C , Σ A→B←C , and Σ AB→C→B , there is no polynomial-time ( 17 16 − )-approximation algorithm for computing an optimal subset repair for any > 0, unless NP=P.
Proof. We here show three similar gap-preserved reductions (i.e., ≺G) from MAX NM-E3SAT to show the lower bound. Note that, (i) any variable x do not occur more than once in any clause, and (ii) each clause is monotone as either (x+y+z) or (x+ȳ+z). Each of the following reductions generates a corresponding table instance I with schema A, B, C .
MAX NM-E3SAT ≺ G Σ A→B→C . For each clause ci, build three tuples. If ci contains a positive literal of variable xj, then build (i, j, j). If ci contains a negative literal of variable xj, then build (i, j,j). Intuitively, A → B guarantees that exactly one of the three tuples survives once the corresponding clause is satisfied, and B → C will ensure the consistent assignment of each variable.
MAX NM-E3SAT ≺ G Σ A→B←C . By simply exchange the column B and C, we get the second reduction. Concretely, for each clause ci, build three tuples. If ci contains a positive literal of variable xj, then build (i, j, j). If ci contains a negative literal of variable xj, then build (i,j, j). Intuitively, A → B guarantees that exactly one of the three tuples survives once the corresponding clause is satisfied, and C → B will ensure the consistent assignment of each variable.
MAX NM-E3SAT ≺ G Σ AB→C→B . By slightly modify the way of tuple generation, we get the third reduction.
Concretely, (i) for each variable xi, build two x-tuples (xi, 1, xi) and (xi, 0, xi), (ii) for each clause ci, build three c-tuples, if ci contains a positive literal of variable xj, then build (ci, 1, xj),if ci contains a negative literal of variable xj, then build (ci, 0, xj).
Intuitively, there are 2n + 3m tuples created, AB → C guarantees that exactly one of the three tuples survives once the corresponding clause is satisfied, and C → B will ensure the consistent assignment of each variable.
Lower bound. We here show the proof for Σ AB→C→B , and the other two are similar. For any instance φ of MAX NM-E3SAT problem, we denote the corresponding table built by reduction as I φ . Let #τ (φ) be the number of clauses satisfied by an assignment τ (φ) on φ, and #τmax(φ) be the number of clauses satisfied by an optimal assignment τmax(φ) on φ.
Claim 1. Any tuple deletion ∆ should contain at least two of the three tuples having the same value i on the attribute A for any 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
Claim 2. any tuple deletion ∆ should contain either the set of tuples (ci, 1, xj) or the set of tuples (ci, 0, xj) for any
FD AB → C guarantees the first claim, and FD C → B ensures that there is always an assignment τ can be derived from I \ ∆,
Claim 3. Let ∆min be an minimum tuple deletion, then any optimal solution ∆min does not contain (xi, 1, xi) and (xi, 0, xi) simultaneously for each variable xi.
Proof by contradiction. Suppose if not, there must exist another solution ∆ obtained by returning tuple (xi, 1, xi) or (xi, 0, xi) from ∆min into I \ ∆min without producing any inconsistency, thus resulting in a solution ∆ smaller than the optimal one. Based on the three claims, we have #τmax(φ) = |I φ | − |∆min| − n and for any solution ∆ of I φ , #τ (φ) ≥ |I φ | − |∆| − n additionally, we have the fact that
Now, suppose ∆ is an r-approximation (r > 1) of ∆min such that |∆| ≤ r · |∆min|, then
since each clause has exactly 3 literals, we have
apply this fact in the right hand of inequality (1), it is
apply this into inequality (1), then
That is, if there is an r-approximation of OSR, then MAX NM-E3SAT can be approximated within 3−2r. However, if OSR can be polynomially approximated within 17 16 , then there exists a polynomial approximation better than 7 8 for MAX NM-E3SAT problem, but it contraries to the hardness result shown in [23] .
One can verify the lower bound of Σ A→B→C and Σ A→B←C in the same way, then the lemma follows immediately. One can refer to appendix for more detail.
To deal with the last case, by carefully merging the four
}, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2. For FD set Σ AB↔AC↔BC , there is no polynomial time ( 69246103 69246100 − )-approximation algorithm for computing an optimal subset repair for any > 0, unless NP=P.
Proof. By merging the L α,β -reduction mentioned above, if computing an OSR for FD set Σ AB↔AC↔BC can be approximated within 69246103 69246100 , then there exists a polynomial approximation better than 680 679 for MAX B29-3SAT problem which is contrary to the hardness result shown in [17] .
Based on Lemma 1,2 and Theorem 1, a strengthened dichotomy for OSR computing can be stated as follows.
Theorem 2 (A strengthened dichotomy for OSR). Let Σ be a set of FDs, then
• There is no poly-time ( 69246103 69246100 − )-approximation to compute an optimal subset repair, if OSRSucceed(Σ) returns false and Σ can be classified into the class having a fact-wise reduction from Σ AB↔AC↔BC to itself;
• There is no poly-time ( 17 16 − )-approximation to compute an optimal subset repair, otherwise.
For the polynomial-intractable side, one can simply verify that if the size of FD set is unbounded, then the OSR computing is as hard as classical vertex cover problem on general inputs which is NPhard to be approximate within 2 − for any > 0. A simple approximation algorithm can provide a ratio of 2 when the input FD set is unbounded.
However, in practical, the size of FD set is usually much smaller than the size of data, so that it can be treated as fixed, especially in the context of big data. Unfortunately, it is still unclear how good we could arrive when the size of FD set is bounded. Therefore, to study the upper bound of its data complexity, we next give a carefully designed approximation to archive a ratio of 2 − 0.5 σ−1 when the number of given FDs is σ, or even better sometimes.
Approximation
To investigate the upper bound of optimal s-repair computing problem, we start from a basic linear programming to provide a ratio of 2 − 0.5 X (n) , for an input instance I over a given relation schema R and an input FD set Σ, where X (I) is the number of all possible determinant-dependent equivalence classes of an input instance I with respect to the input FD set Σ. Then, an improved the approximation ratio 2 − 0.5 σ−1 could be derived by means of triad elimination. Finally, we find another (2 − η k + η k k )-approximation which is sometimes, but not always, better than 2 − 0.5 σ−1 , based on a k-quasi-Turán characterization of the input inconsistent instance with respect to the input Σ.
A basic approximation algorithm
We start from the basic linear programming model which is equivalent to the classical one solving minimum vertex cover problem.
Let xi be a 0-1 variable indicating the elimination of tuple ti such that, xi = 1 if eliminate ti; xi = 0 otherwise. Then we formulate the OSR computing problem as followings,
It is well-known that every extreme point of this model takes value of 0 or 0.5 or 1, hence, we can relax it with condition:
xi ∈ {0, 0.5, 1}
thus getting
OP T relax ≤ OP T
A trivial rounding derives a ratio of 2 immediately. However, based on a partition of instance I with respect to FD set Σ, a better ratio depending on the size of partition could be obtained.
Obviously, for any FD ϕi : Xi → Yi of Σ with a size of σ, each tuple t belongs to one and only one distinct determinant-dependent equivalence class with respect to ϕi, say [t.XiYi], then we have
where Z = X1 ∪ · · · ∪ Xσ ∪ Y1 ∪ · · · ∪ Yσ. Hence, we observe that if any two tuples s and t are in some conflict, then there must be
and vice versa, since they disagree on at least one attribute in some Yi but agree on all the attributes in X. Further more, another observation is that all the tuples in conflict with t are included in the determinant equivalence classes
Because all tuples in each [t.Xi] may be inconsistent with each other at worst, hence, every tuple in [t.X] may be inconsistent with at most |[t.X1]| × · · · × |[t.Xσ]| − 1 tuples.
Let X (t) be the numbers of tuples who are in conflict with t, and X (I) be the numbers of consistent classes that I could be partitioned into, such that each class is consistent. This observation implies the following claims immediately,
This claim implies that all the tuples in I could be partitioned into at most X (I) classes such that tuples in each class are consistent with each other.
Then, we improve the ratio by using the X (I) partitions of the input instance. Based on the rounding technique similar with [29] , an improved approximated algorithm could be stated as follows.
Algorithm 1 Baseline LP-OSR Input: n-tuple instance I over schema R, FD set Σ Output: optimal subset repair J of I with respect to Σ 1: Solve the linear programming (2)-(4) to obtain a solution x1 . . . xn such that xi ∈ {0, 0.5, 1} for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. 2: Let Pj is the set of tuples of some consistent partition of I with respect to Σ 3: j ← arg maxj |{xi| ti ∈ Pj ∧ xi = 0.5}| 4: for each ti ∈ I do 5:
if xi = 1 or (xi = 0.5 and ti / ∈ Pj) then 6:
add ti into∆ 7:
end if 8: end for 9:Ĵ → I \∆ 10: returnĴ Obviously, OP T relax can be returned in polynomial time as shown in [33] , and it is easy to see thatĴ is a s-repair. In fact, if an xi = 0.5 and not be picked into deletion∆, then all the tuples in conflicts with ti must be added intô ∆ because they are not in partition Pj, and the sum of two variables of tuples in any conflict should be no less than 1. Therefore, we claim that the approximation ratio is 2− 2 X (I) .
Lemma 3. Algorithm 1 returns a 2 − 2 X (I) -optimal subset repair.
Proof. Define notations S1, S0.5 and SP j as follows, S1 = {xi| ti ∈ I, xi = 1} S0.5 = {xi| ti ∈ I, xi = 0.5} SP j = {xi| ti ∈ Pj, xi = 0.5} Then, the following holds obviously,
Therefore,Ĵ is a 2 − 2 X (I) -optimal subset repair of I.
The number X (I) is unbounded, in the worst case, could be as large as |I| so that it is a factor depending on the size of input.
Improved ratio by triad eliminating
Reducing the number of consistent partitions will improve the approximation. We introduce triad elimination in this section to decrease the partition number into a factor which is independent with the size of input but only depending on the number σ = |Σ| of input functional dependencies.
Data reduction. Let r, s, t be three tuples in I, then they are called a triad if any two of them are in a conflict with respect to Σ. An important observation is that any s-repair contains at most one tuple of a triad in I, especially in an optimal s-repair, hence, any triad elimination yields a 1.5optimal s-repair of itself. Therefore, we could preform a data reduction by eliminating all the disjoint triads without the loss of an approximation ratio 1.5.
Based on the data reduction, the improved algorithm can be shown as follow. Let σ be the number of functional dependencies in Σ, then we claim that TE LP-OSR will return a better approximation as the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Algorithm TE LP-OSR returns a 2 − 0.5 σ−1optimal subset repair.
Proof. Algorithm 2 does find an s-repair, because all the triads are eliminated from I, hence conflicts involving any tuples in ∆ are removed from I, and all conflicts in the reduced data I \ ∆ are removed by Baseline-LP-OSR.
Moreover, any optimal s-repair of I contains at most one tuples of a triad which yields a 1.5-approximation for the subset ∆ of I, formally, we have,
Additionally, consider each determinant equivalence class with respect to any single FD, no triad in it, that is, I could be partitioned into 2 consistent classes with respect to this FD. It implies I could be partitioned into 2 σ consistent classes with respect to Σ. Due to lemma 3, J is a 2 − 0.5 σ−1 -optimal s-repair of I \ ∆.
Let J opt be the optimal s-repair of I \ ∆, then,
Without loss of generality, we have σ ≥ 2, then Algorithm 2 returns a 2 − 0.5 σ−1 -approximation.
Remarks. Note that this ratio depends on only the size of functional dependency set other than the scale of input data. Therefore, a simple corollary implies a ratio of 1.5 for Σ A→B→C , Σ A→B←C , and Σ AB→C→B , and 1.75 for Σ AB↔AC↔BC , no matter how large of the input data.
A naive enumeration of triad is time wasting. In our algorithm, as in the proof of theorem 3, it is not necessary to eliminate all disjoint triads as possible. Instead, to obtain a good ratio, it needs only eliminate all disjoint triads with respect to each single functional dependency. Then, for each single functional dependency, sorting or hashing techniques could be utilized to speed up the triad eliminating, and skip the finding of triads across different functional dependencies.
Improved ratio by k-quasi-Turán property
Triad elimination based TE LP-OSR does not capture the characteristic of input data instance. We next give another approximation algorithm QT LP-OSR. In fact, we found that constraints could be derived to strengthen LP formula. Intuitively, for each functional dependency, each determinant equivalence class contains several determinant-dependent equivalence classes, say k, hence, tuples in at least k − 1 classes should be eliminated from I to obtain an s-repair. Therefore, constraints could be invented to limit the lower bound of variables taking value 1 according to the k − 1 classes, so that a better ratio could be obtained for some featured cases. Then we characterize the data with parameter η k which is the portion of k-quasi-Turán tuples in I. A strengthened LP could be formulated as follows,
In this model, pick a small enough > 0, the inequality guarantees that in any integral solution, at least |[p]| − maxj |[pqj]| variables taking value of 1. However, in the fractional solution, we could not limit the number of 1-variables, for example, a slop line cannot distinguish points (0.5, 0.5), (0, 1) and (1, 0). However, even so, we will show that this number could still be limited to improve the approximation ratio.
Claim 5. Every extreme point of any solution to the linear programming is in {0, 0.5, 1}.
One can simply verify the correctness and prove it by contradiction, we omit the proof here.
Every solution of this strengthened linear programming still admits the half-integral property, hence, we take the basic rounding strategy such that 
Pick small such that < 0.5, then this lemma follows.
This lemma derives the a ratio depending on the portion of k-quasi-Turán tuples η k where 0 < η k ≤ 1 for any k ≥ 2. Then for the other part,
Combine the approximations based on the strengthened LP and the triad elimination, a better approximation is provided. Note that, it is polynomial-time to find a best pair (k, η k ) to capture the data characteristic as possible, so as to improve the ratio as much as possible.
FAST ESTIMATE FD-INCONSISTENCY DEGREE
The hardness of OSR computing implies FD-inconsistency degree evaluation is also hard. Therefore, we take effort to find an approximation of such degree. Fortunately, an observation is that we aim to compute the ratio, but not any OSR itself, hence, to achieve a constant relative ratio, a relaxation of approximation ratio with an O(n) factor is allowed. In this section, we show a fast FD-inconsistency evaluation of subset query result. To obtain a good approximation in sublinear complexity, we allow a relative ratio 2 and an additional additive error where 0 < < 1, i.e., given an FD set Σ and a subset query Q on an instance I, the algorithm computes an estimationĩncDeg(Q(I), Σ) such that with high constant probability such that incDeg(Q(I), Σ) ≤ĩncDeg(Q(I), Σ) ≤ 2·incDeg(Q(I), Σ)+ .
Subset Query Oracle
As the diversity of subset queries, we model them as a ⊆-oracle, such that, query complexity of the algorithm can be analyzed in terms of operations supported by the oracle. The rest work is to find out the way of implementing the ⊆-oracle for a specific subset query. The time complexity of FD-Inconsistency evaluation for this kind of subset query then can be derived by combining query complexity and time complexity of the oracle.
Given an instance I of a relation schema R and a subset query Q, the corresponding ⊆-oracle O(I, Q) is required to answer three queries about the result Q(I):
O(I, Q).sample tuple(). Since the algorithm introduced later is sample-based, the oracle has to provide a uniform sample on the result set Q(I). But sampling after the evaluation of Q is incompetent to obtain a sublinear approximation, since the retrieval of Q(I) will take at least linear time. A novel method of sampling is essential to implement the oracle.
O(I, Q).in result(t). It is to check the membership of a tuple t of Q(I), such that, it returns true if the input tuple t belongs to Q(I), otherwise , it returns false. As we shown in the next subsection, it is mostly used to check if Q(I) contains the conflict {t, s}.
O(I, Q).size(). Recall the definition of incDeg(Q(I), Σ), the result size is in the denominator. It only returns the number of tuples in Q(I). Obviously, it is intolerable to compute the size by evaluating the query.
As an example, we next show a concrete implementation of ⊆-oracle for range queries. An implement of ⊆-oracle. In the following, we present an indexing-based implement of ⊆-oracle for range queries. Without the loss of generality, let [low, high] be the query range of attribute A, hence, the corresponding query result consists of all tuples t such that low ≤ t.A ≤ high. Then only B + -tree index is sufficient to implement the ⊆oracle.As mentioned before, the most challenge is to implement the three operations in sublinear time.
Recall the general structure of B + -tree, each node maintains a list of key-pointer pairs. And every node, for each key in it, say k, records two counters: the number N k < of tuples whose keys are less than k, and the number N k = of tuples whose keys are equal to k. Given a range query Q, say [l, h], on an instance I with n tuples, ⊆-oracle first queries the boundary (leaf) nodes l and h to get the size of Q(I) such that N h = + N h < − N l < . Then ⊆-oracle could sample an integer d uniformly from [N l < , N h = + N h < ], then fetch the tuple in B + -tree by performing a binary search of d where the offsets of d to counters are taken as the keys. As for verifying whether a tuple t is in Q(I), it is easy to make a comparison with the boundary of Q. At last, the size of Q(I) can be easily calculated, since it is equal to the length of the integer interval. Therefore, all the three operations is tractable in a logarithmic time.
In fact, another implementation is much more straightforward. Note that tuples are arranged in specific order as a list, and the result of a range query is always a consecutive part of it. Then, for each tuple, label it with a distinct id, so that each label represents its corresponding tuple. All the ids are consecutive and sorted in the order induced by the selection condition. Then it is easy to verify that all the three kinds of queries can be answered in O(1) time.
Nevertheless, based on our model, one could also be free from the consideration on materialization of query result, such as we shown for range queries, the materialization of query result could be avoided.
Ranking and (2, )-Estimation
Recall that, a two-tuple subset J = {t, s} is a conflict if and only if s ∈ [t.X] \ [t.XY] with respect to some FD: X → Y in Σ. Let C be the set of all conflicts in an instance I, then an s-repair S of I can be derived in the following way: ranking all the conflicts of C in an ascendant order Π, pick the current first conflict J = {t, s} and remove tuples t and s from I, then eliminate all the conflicts containing t or s from C, repeat the pick-remove-eliminate procedure until no any conflict left in C, then the I left is a repair S.
We claim that S is a 2-optimal s-repair of I. The proof is quite straightforward, observe that, any repair has to eliminate at least one tuple of the conflicts picked in such procedure, then we have
thus achieving a 2-optimal s-repair.
By applying Chernoff bound, if we uniformly sample p = Θ( 1 2 ) tuples, and count the number of tuple not in S, say q, then with high probability |S| − 2 n ≤ p − q p · n ≤ |S| + 2 n.
Hence we can obtain a (2, )-approximation of incDeg(I, Σ) as defined previously. And observe each ranking Π decides a 2-optimal s-repair S so that we could scan the ranking once, verify the membership of each tuple in S, and count the number q, however, in such a trivial way, it takes a linear time complexity. In the next subsection, we will give a sublinear time implementation of the verification step. We argue that the sampling method mentioned above still works for the 2-optimal s-repair of Q(I) with the same probabilistic error bound. Consider a subset query Q on I, a conflict J in any Q(I) is still a conflict in I, and the ranking induced by any Q(I) from Π is still ascendant. Continue with Example 4, given a range query Q = [15, 45] on PR, the result set Q(I) is {t1, t2, t4, t6}. As shown in the figure 2, all conflicts in Q(I) are yellowed faded and the ranking induced by them from Π is still ascendant. Let S be an optimal s-repair of Q(I), then ranking Π could be reused to compute a (2, )-approximation of incDeg(Q(I), Σ).
Fast Estimate FD-inconsistency Degree
We first settle the preprocessing method, then show an efficient implementation of the sample-and-verify method for subset queries. 
Preprocessing
Ranking-based method mentioned above implies a predefined rank could be reused for the FD-inconsistency degree evaluation of every subset query result. Therefore, we discover all the conflicts in I with respect to Σ in the preprocessing step, and assign a unified rank to C in advance. That is a distinct rank r is assigned to each conflict J = {t, s} as shown in figure 1(b) .
Algorithm 3 Preprocessing Procedure
Input: An instance I of a relation schema R, and a set of functional dependencies Σ Output: Set C of conflicts in I and a ascendant ranking Π on C 1: for each two tuples subset J = {t, s} of I do 2:
if J is a ϕ-conflict for some ϕ ∈ Σ in I then 3:
Generate a unique and no duplicated ranking r; 4:
Append {t, s}, r to C; 5: end if 6: end for 7: Sort C according to r; Algorithm 3 illustrates the preprocessing procedure. Let n be the size of I. The running time of Preprocessing is at worst O(n 2 log n). Because there are at most O(n 2 ) tuple pairs of I and we consider data complexity in this paper, it takes O(n 2 ) time to find out all conflicts of I. And Step 7 may take O(n 2 log n) time. Note that, the number of conflicts are usually not that large in practice, techniques like hash-based partition could be taken as a tool to find all possible conflicts, so that the time cost of preprocessing could be further lower, but we do not emphasis them in this paper.
Verification Locally
Recall the sampling-and-verification procedure, for any tuple t ∈ Q(I) sampled uniformly, it is to check if t is in the 2-optimal s-repair of Q(I) derived by given ranking Π. During this procedure, every conflict J in Q(I) eliminated in the checking procedure has a lowest rank when we turn to check it. That is, any conflict J in Q(I) intersecting with J are either already eliminated or having a rank higher than J. It is easy for the sequential implementation if we scan the ranking from its beginning. However, it is difficult without scanning the entire ranking, since the sampled tuple may not locate in the beginning.
To enable a sublinear evaluation, we need a start-fromanywhere implement method. Fortunately, the locality of a ranking can be utilized to avoid scanning the entire ranking. We employ a recursive verification starting from the conflicts involving current sampled tuple.
Basically, we begin with the sampled tuple t and check the conflicts in Q(I) caused by t in turn from rank lowest to highest. For each conflict J we currently considering, J should be eliminated if one of the following conditions holds, -J is lowest among all the conflicts in Q(I) intersecting with it, -Every conflict J in Q(I) intersecting with J and lower than J are already known to be eliminated.
Otherwise, recursively check J by the same procedure. At last, if none of conflicts in Q(I) containing t is decided to be eliminated, then t should stay in S, otherwise not, and count it into q. The correctness of this method is obviously, the only concern is the running time which depends on the number of recursive calls. We next formally describe it and bound the number of recursive calls.
Sublinear Estimation
Algorithm 4 Fast-IncDeg performs s sampling-and-verifying operations and counts the number of tuples sampled but not in S by calling function NotInSR(t, C). Since S is a 2-optimal s-repair of I, Fast-IncDeg outcomes an (2, )estimation of FD-inconsistency degree of Q(I). Subroutine 1 implements the verification by calling Eliminate recursively. Namely, as introduced in subsection-4.3.2, give a conflict J = {t, s}, it considers all conflicts which include t or s with lower ranking. If there are no such conflicts, it returns true. Otherwise, it performs recursive calls to these conflicts in the order of their ranking. If any onestep recursion returns true, it returns false; Otherwise, it returns true. With the help of Eliminate, the subroutine 1 checks if a tuple t belongs to S. Concretely, it performs Eliminate on all conflicts in Q(I) including t in the order of their rankings, and if there exists a conflict such that Eliminate returns true, it returns true; otherwise, it returns false. Now, we bound the number of recursive calls of Eliminate. First, we derive an important corollary from [30] . For a ranking injection π : J → r of all conflicts of an instance I and a tuple t ∈ I, let N (π, t) denote the number of conflicts that a call Eliminate(J) was made on in the course of the computation of NotInSR(t). Let Π denote the set of all ranking injections π over the conflicts of I. Given a tuple t, let δt be the number of conflicts containing t. Then we define the maximum conflict number of I as δI = max t∈I {δt} Subroutine 1 NotInSR(t, C) 1: Let {t, t1}, r1 , · · · , {t, t l }, r l be the tuples in C including t in order of increasing r; 2: for i := 1 to l do 3:
if O(I, Q The average value of N (π, t) taken over all ranking injections π and tuples t is O(δ 2 I ), i.e.,
Theorem 5. Algorithm Fast-IncDeg returns an estimatẽ incDeg(Q(I), Σ) with a probability at least 2/3 such that,
The average query complexity taken over all rankings π, subset queries Q and tuples t of Q(I) is O(
, where the algorithm uses only queries supported by the ⊆-oracle.
Proof. By applying an additive Chernoff bound, suppose that it is sampled uniformly and independently s = Θ( 1 2 ) tuples t from Q(I), with probability more than 2/3, distsub(S, Q(I))
And with the fact that S is a 2-optimal s-repair, it is obtained that,
For query complexity, we first bound the number of calls of Eliminate(). Given the result Q(I) of a subset query Q, let n be the number of tuples in Q(I), and m be the number of conflicts contained in Q(I), and the maximum conflict number of Q(I). Now, consider the ranking Π induced by Q(I) from Π, then equation 5 implies,
Notice that since the conflicts in Q(I) is a subset of the conflicts in I, for each π ∈ Π , there are m! m ! number of π ∈ Π can produce the same ranking on the conflicts of Q(I). Group Π into m ! groups {Π1, · · · , Π m ! }, and for each π ∈ Πi and a fixed t ∈ Q(I), N (π, t) has the same value. So we have,
The we could derive the query complexity. Let Q be the space of queries, then for any Q(I), we have δ Q(I) ≤ δI , so that the average query complexity is that
Obviously, there are O( 1 2 ) calls to sample a tuple from the result set. For each sampled tuple t, the average number of calls to Eliminate is O(δ 2 I ). So the number of calls to in result() is O(
In addition, inspired by the methodology proposed in [30] , a pre-defined ranking in the preprocessing can be saved by ranking on the fly, that is, we only need to discover all conflicts in the preprocessing step and ranking whenever it is required. Since the basic idea is similar with our method, we omit the detail here, instead, we compare the two different implements in our experiments to show the efficiency of our method.
EXPERIMENTS
This section experimentally evaluates the performace of our algorithms for OSR computing and FD-inconsistency evaluation.
Experimental Settings
All experiments are conducted on a machine with eight 16-core Intel Xeon processors and 3072GB of memory.
Dataset. We used two datasets to evaluate the performance of algorithms for OSR computing and FD-Inconsistency evaluaction experimentally.
Dataset 1 : order data is an instance of the schema order shown in Example 1. Our set Σ consists of 4 FDs taken from Example 1. To populate the relation we scraped product informations from amazon and collected real-life data: the zip and area codes for major cities and twons for all US states 1 and street informations for all the United States 2 . We generated datasets of various size, ranging from 10M to 100M tuples. To add noise to a dataset, we randomly selected an attribute of a "correct" tuple and changed it either to a close value or to an existing value taken from another tuple. We appended such "dirty" tuples which violate at least one or more functional dependencies to the dataset. We set a parameter ρ ranging from 1% to 10% to control the noise rate.
Methods. We implemented the following algorithms: (a) the basic approximation algorithm BL LP-OSR and the improved approximation algorithm by triad elimination TE LP-OSR for OSR computing; (b) the sublinear estimation algorithm Fast-IncDeg based on two implements of ⊆-oracle for range query with O(1) and O(log n) time complexity respectively, and its variation mentioned in the subsection-4.3.3 Fast-IncDeg ol for FD-Inconsistency evaluation. Hence, there are totally 4 implements of Algorithm 4 for range query denoted by Fast-IncDeg c , Fast-IncDeg log , Fast-IncDeg c ol and Fast-IncDeg log ol respectively.
Metrics. Since a dataset I with n tuples is polluted by appending ρn dirty tuples, where ρ is noise rate, the number of tuples in the optimal repair Sopt must be larger than n, i.e., distsub(Sopt, I) ≤ ρn. Hence, we calculate distsub(Ĵ, I) of BL LP-OSR and TE LP-OSR and use 2ρn to evaluate the approximation ratio of them. What's more, according to the definition of FD-inconsistency degree, we treat 2ρ + as the upper bound of FD-inconsistency degree to ensure the correctness of the Algorithm 4. To evaluate the efficiency of Algorithm 4, we issue 300 queries for each algorithm and each parameter set, and record the average of the query time.
Experimental Results
We report our findings concerning about the accuracy and efficiency of our algorithms. Accuracy. We first show the accuracy of BL LP-OSR, TE LP-OSR and QT LP-OSR. In figure 3 , we ran them on datasets consisting of 10K to 40K tuples with noise rate ρ ranging from 1% to 10% and calculated UB1 = 2ρn. The distsub(Ĵ, I) of BL LP-OSR, TE LP-OSR and QT LP-OSR are much less than UB1. Because the approximation ratio only bounds the relation between worst case output of an algorithm and the optimal solution, BL LP-OSR sometimes performs better than the other two improved algorithm. What's more, it is discovered that, after triad elimination, the ratio of 0.5 solution becomes much less since they only appear when some conflicts form a cycle with odd length.
We also evaluate the accuracy of Fast-IncDeg. We ran Fast-IncDeg c with parameter = 0.01 on the same datasets and calculated UB2 = (2ρ + )n. As shown in figure 3 the value return by Fast-IncDeg c is less than UB2 even less than UB1 mostly since the upper bound is loose. And it is greater than the values of BL LP-OSR, TE LP-OSR and QT LP-OSR since it returns an estimate with an additive error.
Efficiency. We evaluate the efficiency of our algorithms for FD-inconsistency evaluation. We first ran Fast-IncDeg c , Fast-IncDeg log , Fast-IncDeg-ol c and Fast-IncDeg-ol log on datasets with various size, noise rate ρ ranging from 1% to 10% and = 0.01. 300 large queries were issued per dataset and the average query time was recorded. Figure 4 (a), 4(b), 4(e), and 4(f) indicate that the average query time increase with the number of tuples and noise rate since both of them influence the maximum conflicts number in Q(I). Further experiments were performed to evaluate the impact of the maximum conflict number δ Q(I) on the average query time. Since queries were generated randomly, we only bounded the maximum conflict number of the dataset δD. Therefore, the average query time shown in figures 4(d) and 4(h) remain basically the same with the increasing δD. As shown in figures 4(c) and 4(g), the average query time of Fast-IncDeg c and Fast-IncDeg-ol c change slightly due to the impact of the number of tuples on δ Q(I) . And the average query time of Fast-IncDeg log and Fast-IncDeg-ol log grow with the number of tuples. Figure 4 also illustrates that no matter how the ⊆-oracle is implemented, Fast-IncDeg performs better then Fast-IncDegol. It is because that in Fast-IncDeg-ol the ranking is assigned on-the-fly when a conflict is queried and it is expensive to keep the ranking consistent in every tuple which the conflict concerned about. In addition, an efficient ⊆-oracle indeed makes the average query time drop a lot.
RELATED WORK
As a principled approach managing inconsistency, Arenas et al. [5] introduced the notions of repairs to define consistent query answering. The definitions of repair differ in settings of integrity constraints and operation gain [3] . The most general form of integrity constraints are denial constraints [21] , they are able to express the classic functional dependencies [1] , inclusion dependencies [25] , and so on. Data complexities of computing optimal repairs are widely studied in the past. The complexity of tuple-level deletion based subset repair [13, 27] is studied respectively in the past. And the complexity of cell-level update based v-repair is also studied in [27, 26] . APXcompleteness of both optimal subset repair and v-repair computation has been shown for in these works.
For the upper bound, the best approximation on subset repair is still 2 obtained by solving the corresponding vertex cover problem [27] without the limitation on the number of given FDs. For the setting of fixed number of FDs, there are still no existing algorithmic result.
For the data repairing frameworks [2] , there are two kinds of works which are based on FDs, they both aim to directly resolve the inconsistency of database. One kind of methods is to repair data based on minimizing the repair cost, e.g., [5, 11, 16, 28, 34] .
Given the data edit operations (including tuple-level and cell-level), minimum cost repair will output repaired data with minimizing the difference between it and the original one. But these work also do not provide us tight lower and upper bounds for data repairing. There are some other type of repairs not related with this paper, such as minimum description length [12] , relative trust [10] and so on. For inconsistency detection, there exists some detection techniques which are able to detect errors efficiently. SQL techniques for detecting FD violations were given in [13] , practical algorithms for detecting violations of FDs in fragmented and distributed relations were provided in [19] , and a incremental detection algorithm were proposed by [20] . In contrast to inconsistency detection, inconsistency evaluation need to compute the quantized dirtiness value of the data, rather than finding all violations.
CONCLUSIONS
We revisit computing an optimal s-repair problem and fast estimate of s-repair based FD-inconsistency degree of subset query results. For the lower bound, we improve the inapproximability of optimal s-repair computing problem over most cases of FDs and schemas. For the upper bound, we developed two LP-based algorithms to compute a near optimal s-repair based on different characterization of input FDs and schemas respectively. Complexity results implies it is hard to obtain a good approximation polynomially, not to mention sublinear time for large data. For the FD-inconsistency degree, we present a fast (2, )-estimation with an average sublinear query complexity, and achieve a sublinear time complexity whenever incorporating a sublinear implementation of the subset query oracle. This results give a way to estimate FD-inconsistency degree efficiently with theoretical guarantee.
